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MLM GAMBLING SOFTWARE (R10000)  

Including responsive or mobile friendly website, SEO, advert placement, social media 
synchronization, Top News , Option to add more games in one website , membership area, 
admin login…extra free games for members ( optional ) 

  

Gambling Software is quick and easy software to present an attractive Jackpot Card Game to your 
visitors or clients. It is based on HTML5 / jQuery, and the whole game is played on your reader's 
browser. Your server gets no extra load, nor is anything stored in your database. 

 

Features 

 Works without any additional server load -- all the work is done on your visitor s' machine. 

 Detailed help on the admin page. 

 Internationalized admin page. 

 Properly scoped style sheet. 

 Fancier colors and borders. 

 Sticky bet -- the game remembers your bets. 

 More accurate bets and payouts -- A hand cannot be dealt without placing a bet. 

 Strategy hints on each hand, to teach your reader or visitor how to play the game. 

 Free games ( optional ) 
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Another game: BETPRESS 

PLACE BETTING SLIPS ON SPORTS ( R10000 ) 

This program allows your users to place betting slips on sports events and compete against each 
others 

The main idea of this software is to add a fun game to your website where users compete against 
each other guessing the outcome of different events. It simulates the very basic functionality of a 
bookmaker's website (like bwin, bet365, betfair etc) where bets are not made with real money but 
virtual points. 

To make a bet, you have to create a slip having at least one bet option in it. The possible winnings of 
a slip are calculated by multiplying the odds of every bet option in it by the stake the user made. If all 
bet options turns out to be winning then the slip is winning. A slip could also end up losing, canceled 
or timed out. There will be a detailed documentation on the website. 

Lite features: 

- Game settings like starting points, min/max bets per slip etc. - Leader boards - User adds & deletes 
bet options from his slip via AJAX (no page refresh) - User's unsubmitted slip is saved no matter 
when he logs in again - Prevent user submitting same slip twice - Manual actions for emergency 
cases - Unlimited bettings - 29 colors settings - Reminder widget in the admin dashboard to tell you 
which bettings are waiting - Manually adjust user's points and user's bought points. 

 

-Three odd types supported: European (decimal), UK (fractional) and USA (money line)  

- Semi-automated: You are always few clicks away from inserting up-to-date sports bettings. The 
program currently gets the data from Betclic API but is developed in a way where the third party 
provider can be changed anytime and that won't force you to do anything.. In other words the system 
won't get broken if Betclic decide to restrict the access to their API.  

-Monetized: The program allows you to sell points via PayPal and of course there are several 

settings that allow to set quantity restrictions.  

Perfect 

1. You add bettings  
2. Your users are placing betting slips  
3. You mark which bettings are winning  
4. The system checks all users’ slips and calculate their points  
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This program will cost R10000 only including: Responsive website, 

SEO for 30 days, Social Media synchronization, Advert placement tools, 

Member login, Admin login, Top News… free games (optional) 


